Outsourcing Proofreading and Editing by Leveraging Skilled
Ghost Writers Through Freelance Websites Online

On the World Wide Web there is one thing that reigns supreme and that one thing is compelling
content. Whether it's written, audio, or visual, content is what drives the internet and keeps viewers
and subscribers glued to your website. There are many people out there who are talented content
and copywriters. However, just as many are also dismal when it comes to editing, or proof reading
their work. It's not that this is beneath them it's just that it is not there forte. And while a few people
won't mind the occasional spelling mistake or grammatical error for others it's a real turn off,
especially if you're marketing yourself as a consummate professional. If your copy habitually turns
out mangled it may be time to outsource your editor.
There are many benefits to hiring a separate editor rather than trying to do it all yourself. With the
work form home movement in full swing, there is a burgeoning class of highly capable freelance
editors out there who are more than able to meet your web copy or offline brochure copy
requirements. What this means is that is easier than ever before to find an editor who fits your
editing needs. By outsourcing them online you can make the most of their competitive rates,
specialties and flexibility. You can give a new editor a go or enlist the services of an editorial master.
It's up to you.
Depending on how much copy you are writing you can outsource an editor for an on going work
relationship or you can utilize their services for a specific project. Even more creative type writers can
enlist the services of an expert editor to give their work the shining polish they need to dazzle their
would be publishers. Or perhaps they can give the would be writer enough proof reading confidence
to self publish them selves.
Whether you are utilizing an editor once or as an ongoing work relationship it's important to place
clear but reasonable expectations as far as the type of work load involved. Be clear on the time it will
take and the pay. Be clear on what you will be paying for and what you will not be paying for. Whilst
quantity is of concern in the end quality is always the most important factor. If you give your editor
enough time not only can they ensure good results but also it gives them enough time to make final
tweaks and adjustments.
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